ABSTRACT
The attempt of this diploma thesis is to introduce the reader various types of civil
procedure. The civil procedure is one of the types of justice besides criminal, administrative
and institutional justice. The civil procedure represents the united process, which is internally
differentiated. This differentiation is the result of historical development, when the original
function of the civil procedure access additional features. The purpose of the civil procedure is
not only to provide protection to endangered rights. Another function is to protect the rights
against threat. Finally, there is the function of execution and reinsurance. The purpose of this
thesis is to provide a comprehensive overview of the various types of civil procedure, their
characteristics, common features and differences.
The content of this thesis are various types of civil procedure and it is divided into three
parts. The first part deals with the civil procedure in general and it’s history. The second part,
as the main part of the diploma thesis, focuses on characteristics of each types of civil
procedure. First there is described civil trial proceedings, which is divided into contentious and
non-contentious proceedings. The purpose of civil trial proceedings is to protect the violated or
threatened rights or regulation of relations of the conflicting parties for the future. The following
is a description of the executive proceedings designed to enforce the obligation, which has not
been met voluntary yet. The attention is paid to the insolvency proceedings, which solves the
financial situation of the debtor, who has more creditors and is not able to pay his debts. Next
section is devoted to institutes of secure proceedings related to four forms such as preliminary
injunctions, conciliation, securing of evidence, ownership protection. The diploma thesis deals
with the arbitration procedure, which is an alternative to the “classic” civil procedure. The last
part is devoted to the planned re-codification of the civil procedure.

